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H-Diplo Roundtable Reviews, Vol. XIII, No. 10 (2011)
Review by Ryan Irwin, Yale University
Empire, Agency, & Documents

O

dd Arne Westad opens the inaugural chapter of The Cambridge History of the Cold
War (2010) with a declaration that captures the essence of contemporary cold war
studies: “Historians have always believed that good sources make for good
studies.” 1 The sentence permeates Sue Onslow’s Cold War in Southern Africa. This book, in
Onslow’s words, emerged directly from the current push to use newly available archival
documents to glean fresh insight about the nature of the global cold war. Framed around
the tension between local politics and superpower plans in southern Africa, the volume’s
ten chapters—based on the contributions of historians from three continents—move
between an assortment of viewpoints and topics, tackling not only South Africa’s
controversial nuclear program and Zimbabwe’s circuitous road to independence, but also,
among others, the intrigues of the United States and Soviet Union and the experiences of
Namibia and Angola in the 1980s.

Cold War in Southern Africa is a welcome addition to the literature. The book provides a
quick introduction to some of the interesting work being done today by scholars of this
region. In a general sense, about half of the essays examine how local players navigated the
opportunities and obstacles that came with the superpower contest. Pretoria played its
hand competently, according to Onslow and Anna-Mart van Wyk, compensating for its
diplomatic isolation by manipulating Washington’s insecurities after the Vietnam War. 2
Lusaka, dealt a more challenging political hand in Andy DeRoche’s mind, struggled to walk
the tightrope of nonalignment, pushing the United States to support decolonization without
cutting off its access to American economic aid. 3 Salisbury, as Donal Lowry shows, moved
in the opposite direction in the mid-twentieth century, mixing anti-communism and racism
to form the explosive cocktail of white nationalism. 4 Piero Gleijeses’s Havana—residing on
Odd Arne Westad, “The Cold War and the international history of the twentieth century,” The
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the other end of the ideological spectrum—reshaped the terms of regional exchange
through military action in 1975-1991, sending an unprecedented number of soldiers to the
region to fight on behalf of revolutionary change. 5 Small states, in short, exercised agency
in the global cold war. They pursued an eclectic set of goals with acumen and
determination.

The essays look also at the aims and influence of Moscow and Washington in southern
Africa. In Vladimir Shubin’s retelling, the Soviet Union played a pivotal role in generating
the conditions for positive change in Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Namibia.
Drawing on untapped sources, as well as his personal experience as a U.S.S.R. official, he
shows how Moscow’s “unsung heroes” provided financial and military aid to the liberation
movements in the region. 6 Other authors focus on the United States. Washington’s
motivations are framed differently—with themes of race, economics, and security
emerging at the forefront—but most contributors agree that the empire of liberty slowed
progress toward regional majority rule. Even President Jimmy Carter, who Nancy Mitchell
suggests empathized with calls for racial justice, found it difficult to transcend fully the cold
war paradigm that dominated his nation’s capital. 7 By the end of the 1980s, as Christopher
Saunders explicates with élan, regional issues—specifically the Angola/Namibia crises—
had become entwined with superpower agendas, amplifying the pressure to end apartheid
while ensuring that change would be non-revolutionary. 8 Washington and Moscow, for
better or worse, shaped the pace of events in southern Africa. They opened and closed
doors for regional players, influenced international discourse, and empowered their
patrons to achieve certain ends in the global arena.

In many ways, Onslow’s book is a clarion call for international historians. Sitting at the
nexus of decolonization and the cold war, southern Africa was one of the key social,
cultural, and political entrepôts of the twentieth century. The richness of South Africa’s
archives, moreover, makes the region one of the preeminent microcosms of modern world
history—a place that reveals much about the contested nature of globalization,
imperialism, and multilocalism before and after World War II. As Onslow readily
acknowledges, her volume represents not the final word on its subject but the beginning of
a soon-to-be-rich conversation. In her mind, work still needs to be done on the collapse of
the Portuguese empire and the wars in Angola and Mozambique, as well as the political and
economic interventions of China, Yugoslavia, and East Germany during this period. In West
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Europe and North America, too, documents from the late 1970s and 1980s—the years
when fighting and outside interest combined most violently—are only beginning to
become available to researchers. Although unmentioned by Onslow, scholarship on
nonstate organizations also deserves a prominent place in the literature, especially
considering the wealth of information at the Liberation Archives in Alice, South Africa. 9
Nonetheless her message emerges with clarity: Southern Africa’s sources and stories, good
now, will undoubtedly grow better with time, distance, and debate.

With this in mind, the most glaring omission of Cold War in Southern Africa is
historiographical. The book makes little effort to highlight the interpretive disagreements
that separate its contributors and will continue to divide scholars in the coming years.
Lowry’s anti-communists, for instance, emerge as Shubin’s rabid racists, while the 1988
battle of Cuito Cuanavale—a defining moment in Gliejeses’s story—appears mostly as
Cuban propaganda in Saunders’ chapter. Beneath these disagreements resides a question
at the heart of the contemporary South African experience: How should historians narrate
the region’s complex path to the present? At a time when Africa’s chroniclers are
developing increasingly sophisticated interpretations of postcolonialism, literature on
South Africa seems occasionally bound by the now problematic liberation narrative. 10
From a sociological perspective this makes sense, as it provides today’s South African
leaders with governing legitimacy, but binaries that reflexively pit white power against
black liberation conceal much about the historical record—as several authors in Cold War
in Southern Africa demonstrate. As the novelty of new documents begins to fade, future
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accounts will likely take heed of these points and begin to blend the insights of political
history with social and cultural methodologies. Onslow would likely agree, for instance,
that southern Africa’s global importance predated the violence of the 1970s and continues
beyond the momentous events of 1994. Future scholarship, no doubt, will focus less on
challenging the stability of the bipolar framework in the late cold war and more on
explicating the region’s relationship to the complex processes of migration, ideological
transmission, and political polarization that swept through the international system in the
twentieth century. Regardless, Cold War in Southern Africa is a step in a positive direction.
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